
 

 

JOB DESCRIPTION 

Chief  Subeditor 

Location: London 

Reports to: Publisher 

Grade: 5 

 

 
JOB PURPOSE 

You will manage the editorial production team  an Art Editor and three subeditors  to ensure the 

highest editorial standards of our publications are maintained. You will manage publishing schedules, 

liaising with all editorial team to ensure the efficient flow of content through our various workflows. 

You will responsible for maintaining and optimizing our digital-first workflows and insisting on the 

consistent use of our taxonomy and for maintaining and developing our style guide. Working with the 

Managing Editor, you will strive to improve how our content is discovered and experienced. You will liaise with 
suppliers, including printers paper merchants to manage the production of various publication on schedule and 
within budget.  
 
 

MAIN ACCOUNTABILITIES 

1. Manage the Editorial Production team, including Art Editor and up to three subeditors. 

2. Manage and maintain publishing schedule, ensure all content remains on schedule.  

3. Enforce the textual and visual editorial quality standards online and in print. 

4. Ensure the correct grammar, spelling, house style and tone of all published work, 

including fact checking, and ensure all content adheres to copyright laws and libel laws. 

5. Oversee, review and sign off all content appearing in print issues of The Pharmaceutical Journal 

and 

Clinical Pharmacist. 

6. Write headlines and standfirsts that get to the crux of a story and lure the reader in. 

7. Approve advertising content to ensure published advertisements and inserts meet the standards 

and code of conduct expected of professional publications and that at all times remain within the 

law; 

8. Manage the production of editorially independent packages of content (including supplements, 

collections and ebooks that may be sponsored or sold as standalone products) are produced 

according to agreed specifications and schedules. 

9. Manage production budgets and assist in forecasting or reforecasting as required. 

10. Optimise digital first workflows. 
 
 

This list is a summary of the main accountabilities of the role and is not exhaustive and the post 

holder may be required to undertake other duties from time to time. 



 

 
SUCCESS MEASURES 

 

Success Measures  

 Add value to editorial content 

 Successfully manage editorial production team 

 Successfully maintain and improve the quality standards of the publications in print and online 

 Improve the visual presentation of the content in print and online 

 Gain insight from user analytics to develop our presentation and accessibility of our content.  

 

 

 

CORE RESPONSIBILITIES FOR THIS JOB 

 

 Personal responsibility 

 Managing and developing people 

 Managing budgets and resources 

 Managing the organisation 

 Achieving results/delivering performance 

 Problem solving 
 

BEHAVIOURAL COMPETENCIES 

 

Behavioural competency Level required – ops, mgr, senior mgr 

Strategic perspective Mgr 

Delivering a member focussed service Mgr 

Communication Mgr 

Planning and organisation Mgr 

Openness to change Mgr 

Negotiating and influencing Mgr 

 

 

 

 

DATE JOB DESCRIPTION proposed:  13 February 2018.



 


